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MAGNETIC SOUND-POWEREO TELEPHONC 
UNIT 

Isaac Heller, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Remco 
Industries, Newark, N.J., a partnership 

Application April 5, 1950, Serial No. 154,180 
5 Clains. 

1. 
This invention relates to magnetic sound 

powered telephonic units. 
The telephonic unit comprising an embodi 

ment of the present invention is of the self-ener 
gizing type that is adapted to be used either for 
transmitting or receiving sound. A pair of units 
embodying the present invention when opera 
tively connected comprises a complete telephonic 
System. The improved unit is especially de 
signed for use in so-called “walkie-talkie' com 
munication Systems, 
A prime object of the present invention is to 

provide a telephonic unit of this type that is 
Sinne and compact in constriction. iight in 
Weight and economical to manufacture yet has 
adequate power, sensitivity and fidelity charac 
teristics for entertainment, household and com 
mercial purposes. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a telephonic unit of this kind with improved 
means for establishing and securing the arma 
ture in position of maximum responsiveness to 
the inductive action of the coil and also to the 
action of the magnetic pole pieces. 

Telephonic units of the general character de 
Scribed include a flexible armature leg that wi 
brates between magnetic pole pieces and the 
arnature is connected by a driving rod or 
pin to a diaphragm; and another object of 
the invention is to provide novel and improved 
means for normally locating and holding said 
arnature leg equidistantly spaced from said 
opposed pole pieces without the necessity of 
grinding the pole pieces to exact dimensions. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

Will be apparent from the description thereof to 
follow taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a fragment 
of the interior of a home showing a telephonic 
System having units embodying the present in 
vention in use; 

Figure 2 is a front elevational view of a box 
containing the improved unit; 

Figure 3 is a side view thereof; 
Figure 4 is a rear view thereof; 
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view taken on 

the plane of the line 5-5 of Figure 2 
Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view taken on the 

plane of the line 6-6 of Figure 3 
Figure 7 is a fragmentary vertical sectional 

view taken through the box on a line to one side 
of the unit, parts being shown in Section; 

Figure 8 is a similar view taken on a line 
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through the center of the unit on the plane 8-8 
of Figure 6; 

Figure 9 is a vertical Sectional view taken on 
the plane of the line 9-9 of Figure 6; 

Figure 0 is a vertical Sectional view taken on 
the plane of the line - 9 of Figure 6; 

Figure 11 is a vertical Sectional view taken. On 
the plane of the line f-f of Figure 6; 

Figure 12 is a perspective view of a strip of 
magnetic material from which a magnet used 
with the improved unit is cut, and 

Figure i3 is a perspective view of a magnet 
formed from the strip of Figure 12 and used 
With the improved unit. 
The particular embodiment of the present in 

vention is illustrated as contained in an elongated 
box , rectangular in cross section, which may 
be formed of any suitable material. The box is 
of fairly small size, say six inches long, three, 
inches wide and two inches deep, easy to handle 
and manipulate and this fact makes it practical 
to use the device in so-called “walkie-talkie' 
Communication Systems. The box has a cover 
at each end, one of which may be removable to 
permit access to the interior for any desired 
purpose. The front wall 2 of the box may be 
painted or otherwise ornamented with instru 
ments, such as scales, buttons and the like, in 
Order to give the box a finished effect, as shown 
in Figure 2. 
The diaphragm 3 is in the form of a cone of 

Suitable metallic or other material with its rim 
extending through an opening in the front Wall 
of the box and glued to the outer surface of the 
bOX around the edge of the opening. A combined 
mouth and ear piece 4, with the usual central 
opening, is Suitably fastened by glue or otherwise 
on the outer wall of the box around the opening, 
Covering the rim of the diaphragm. 
The operating or driving assembly is Sup 

ported on a suitable plate 5 secured to the inner 
Surface of the rear wall 6 of the box by headed 
rivets . This assembly comprises a magnet 9, 
a motor unit comprising two pole pieces 9, a 
field or energizing coil flying within the closure 
formed by the pole pieces and magnet, a vibrat 
ing armature 2, a pin f3 furnishing a driving 
connection between the armature and the cone, 
and a stabilizing or tensioning means 4. 
The magnet 9 consists of a single rectangular 

bar of permanent magnetic material having a 
central groove 5 as shown in Figure 13. The bar 
may be cut from an elongated strip 6 of mag 
netic material, the strip being formed with spaced 
grooves is facilitating breaking off or cutting off 
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of magnets, such as the magnet 9. The strip 
6 is made of high residual flux density metal 

comprising an aluminum, nickel, steel alloy 
known to the trade as 'Alnico' steel. 
The pole pieces are formed of magnetic 

material Such as steel or some other ferrous 
metal. Each pole piece is in the form of a plate, 
one end of which is angled to provide an offset 
portion if. The pole pieces are arranged with 
their Straight ends clamped to the ends of mag 
net 9 and With their offset ends in face-to 
face opposed relationship to provide a Small 
clearance therebetween. A tubular rivet 8 pass 
ing through openings in the clamped ends of the 
pole pieces and through the groove 5 in the 
magnet Secures said parts to the supporting 
plate 5. 
The armature 2 comprises a sheet metal 

Stamping of magnetic material having a base 
portion 9 with two projecting end legs 2) and 
a projecting central leg 2: Slightly longer than 
the end legs. The armature is positioned so that 
the edge of its base portion rests on the surface 
of magnet 9 midway its ends. The end legs 20 
extend between and are Secuied to the Offset, ed 
portions of the pole pieces by eyelets 22 passing 
through openings in said legs and said offset, end 
politions at the corner's of Said offset end portions. 
The legs 2 are magnetically insulated from the 
pole pieces by thin brass washers 23 on both sides, 
Said washerS Spacing the end legs away from 
the pole pieces and providing an air gap 24 be 
tween the center portions of the pole pieces. 
The Central leg 2 is free to vibrate as a reed in 
the air gap and this leg is pierced to receive one 
end of a diapha'aign connector in the: form of the 
driving pin 3, the other end of the pin being 
connected to the apex of the cone. The brass 
Washers properly center the armature leg 2 in 
the air gap So that its neutral position is equi 
distant from the pole pieces. 
The armature Stamping 2 is preferably made 

of magnetic material which is low in residual 
magnetism and is relatively thin. A suitable 
material for Such an armature is an alloy in 
cluding approximately 50% of nickel and 50% 
Of iron. 
The energizing coil is of the self-supporting 

type and is telescoped over the armature leg 2 
in the Space provided by the pole pieces and mag 
net. The ends 25 and 26 of the coil wire are 
connected to the inner ends of the fastening eye 
lets 7 on the rear wall 6. Spring terminal clips 
2 are secured to the outer ends of the eyelets : 
for detachably and operatively connecting con 
ductors 28 leading to a remote box (Sigure 1) 
for bringing said latter box with its unit in cir 
cuit. 
In the assembly, the pole pieces are of oppo 

site polarity so that the vibratory end of arma 
ture leg 2 flies in a strong magnetic field. 
The presence of an oscillating current in the 

field coil furnished. by sound waves impinging 
against the diaphragm sets up corresponding elec 
trical effects in the armature which interact with 
the field between the pole pieces to cause the 
armature to rock back and forth and drive the 
diaphragm 3 in mechanical oscillations, which 
Correspond. Substantially to the current input. 
The improved stabilizing or tensioning means 

f4 heretofore mentioned comprises a thin strip 
of flexible non-magnetic metal having one end 
disc-shaped and rigidly fastened to one end of 
the tubular rivet 8 and insulated from the ad 
jacent pole piece fo by a saucer-shaped plate or 
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4. 
washer 29. The other end of strip 4 is fastened 
to the driving pin f3 by solder or the like so that 
it will vibrate with the pin. The presence of this 
strip 4 provides for maintaining the flexible 
armature leg 2 normally in equidistantly spaced 
relation to the offset portions 7 of the magnetic 
pole pieces , as best shown in Figures 5 and 8. 
For example, in assembling the unit, after the 
driving pin 3 has been connected to the dia 
phragm and to the armature leg, said armature 
leg is positioned midway between the offset por 
tions of the pole pieces and then the driving 
pin is soldered to the stabilizing arm 4, where 
after said stabilizing arm will normally hold the 
arnature leg in said position but will permit vi 
bration of the armature leg by both sound Waves 
impinging upon the diaphragm 3 and by the elec 
tromotive force induced in the coil . 

Structurally, it will be seen that the invention 
is simple, practical and inexpensive, the operation 
is direct, positive and powerful, and the box con 
taining the unit is particularly useful because of 
its supporting and housing characteristics for the 
unit and its accessories. 
Changes in details of construction might be 

made and parts used without others without dea 
parting from the principle of the invention. 

Having thus described the invention, what I 
claim is: 

1. In a telephonic unit, pole pieces comprising 
plates of magnetic material each having one end 
portion offset toward the corresponding end por 
tion of the other plate in Spaced opposed relation 
thereto to form an air gap between said offset 
portions, a permanent magnet clamped between 
the other end portions of Said plates, an airma 
ture having a portion poised in Said air gap, non 
magnetic clamping means fastening together and 
spacing said offset end portions with said arma 
ture clanaped therebetween and said portion of 
the armature free to vibrate in Sa’d gap, a field 
coil on said armature, a diaphragm, and a driv 
ing pin connecting said armature to said dia 
phragm, said armature being juxtaposed to said 
permanent magnet and having three Spaced par 
allel legs the intermediate One of which is poised 
in said air gap while the other two are fastened 
between said pole pieces. 

2. In a telephone unit, pole pieces comprising 
plates of magnetic material each having one end 
portion offset toward the corresponding end por 
tion of the other plate in Spaced opposed rela 
tion thereto to form an air gap between said off 
set portions, a permanent magnet clamped be 
tween the other end portions of Said plates, an 
armature having a portion poised in Said air gap, 
non-magnetic clamping means fastening together 
and spacing said offset end portions with said 
armature clamped therebetween and said portion 
of the armature free to vibrate in said gap, a field 
coil on said armature, a diaphragm, a driving pin 
connecting said armature to said diaphragm, Said 
armature being juxtaposed to said permanent 
magnet and having three Spaced parallel legs the 
intermediate one of which is poised in Said air 
gap while the other two are fastened between said 
pole pieces, and said non-magnetic clamping 
means comprising non-magnetic Washers inter 
posed between and spacing said offset end por 
tions of said pole pieces and Said armature legs, 
and non-magnetic fastening elements Securing 
said end portions of the pole pieces together. 

3. A magnetic sound-powered telephonic unit 
comprising a permanent ragnet, a pair of pole 
pieces formed as plates in clamping engagement 
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with the ends of the magnet, each pole piece 
being wholly of magnetic material and having 
offset end portions in face-to-face relationship 
With aligned openings, the straight ends of Said 
pole pieces having alined openings, a sheet metal 
armature having end leg members and a cen 
tral vibrating leg member extending between 
the offset end portions of the pole pieces, said 
end leg meinbers having openings adjacent their 
ends in alinement. With the openings in the offset 
end portions of the pole pieces, a brass eyelet 
extending between the aligned openings in the 
offset end portions and in the end leg members 
for connecting the armature and said end por 
tions together, braSS Washers on said eyeletS 
for spacing the end leg members away from the 
pole pieces to establish an air gap between the 
centers of said pole pieces, an armature enei 
gizing coil surrounding the vibrating leg of Said 
armature and being positioned between the pole 
pieces and a tubular rivet passing through the 
openings in the straight ends of said pole pieces 
to Secure the parts together. 

4. A magnetic Sound-powered telephonic unit, 
comprising a permanent magnet, a pair of coin 
plementary pole pieces, each being in the form 
of a one-piece plate of permanent magnet ma 
terial and each including an offset end portion 
and being assembled with the offset end por 
tions in opposed face-to-face relationship, said 
pole pieces being arranged with the plate por 
tion of one piece contacting the north pole of 
the magnet and with the plate portion of the 
other piece contacting the south pole of the mag 
net, a flat sheet metal armature of magnetic 
material having two Supporting legs fastened 
to the pole pieces between the offset ends and 
having a vibrating leg disposed between and ex 
tending beyond the gap between the central por 
tions of the offset ends of the pole pieces, an 
armature energizing coil Surrounding Said Wi 
brating leg, and washers of nonmagnetic ma 
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terial on each side of the Supporting legs for 
establishing the spacing between said pole pieces. 

5. A magnetic sound-powered telephonic unit 
comprising a support having an opening therein, 
3, permanent magnet in the form of a bar haW 
ing a central groove, a pair of complementary 
pole pieces, each being in the form of a one-piece 
plate of magnetic material and each having an 
offset end portion and being assembled with the 
offset end portions in opposed face-to-face re 
lationship, said pole pieces being arranged with 
the straight end portion of one piece contacting 
the north pole of the magnet and with the 
Straight end portion of the other piece contacting 
the South pole of the magnet, a flat sheet metal 
arnature of magnetic material having two end 
Supporting legs fastened to the pole pieces be 
tween the offset ends and having a central Wi 
rating leg disposed between and extending be 

yond the gap between the central portions of the 
Cffset ends of the pole picces, an armature ener 
gizing coil Surrounding Said vibrating leg, a 
diaphragm operatively connected to said vibra 
ting leg, the straight end pieces of said pole pieces 
having aligned openings, and a tubular rivet ex 
tending through the aligned openings in said pole 
pieces, the groove in said permanent magnet 
and through the opening in Said support for 
clairping the pole pieces to the ends of the mag 
net and for Securing the unit to the Support, 

ISAAC HELLER. 
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